
ART WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL

in 90 minutes. This is the writing prompt: â€œDescribe one activity. Bridgette Cole's # media content and analytics
Magritte, High School Art, Middle School.

Source: Teaching With a Mountain View  Start a school graffiti wall. Do you want to grow as a writer? For
one online contest that keeps this higher purpose in mind, look no further than myhero. Using Scholastic's
website , kids can weave their own myths, folktales, and fairy tales using superb examples of all three. Fill it
with sand, and as the kids trace lines and letters, the colors below are revealed. Squeeze bottle Fill a plastic
squeeze bottle with salt or sugar and let students trace letters on cards. Gingerbread, mmm. Ask your students
to create a wall-worthy piece of art that reflects something they learned in science. No need to keep
scoreâ€”the goal is just to relive all the happy memories from the year. Masking tape A roll of colored
masking tape and a clear surface make this a fun center activity at writing time. For each letter of the alphabet,
have them write and illustrate something they learned or did throughout the year. Need something in Urdu?
Make a list or an outline of these things and add details for each thing. Simply write letters on sheets of
Bubble Wrap with a Sharpie and let kids pop their way to letter recognition. The Play is the Medium For many
of your students, performance can be a strong motivation to write. Author a six-word memoir. First, break
them into groups to talk about what makes your school special and memorable for them. Posted by Elizabeth
Mulvahill Elizabeth Mulvahill is a passionate teacher, writer and mom who loves learning new things,
traveling the globe and everything Zen. Write Your Own Folktales Since at least the dawn of cafeteria food,
kids have enjoyed hearing myths. Kids can spend a little or a lot of time on this one, refining their words and
even illustrating them. Source: Minds in Bloom  Draw a school year timeline.


